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Abstract
Heterogeneous multi-agent task allocation is a key optimization problem widely used in fields such as drone swarms
andmulti-robot coordination. This paper proposes a new paradigm that innovatively combines graph neural networks
and ant colony optimization algorithms to solve the assignment problem of heterogeneous multi-agents. The paper
introduces an innovative Graph-based Heterogeneous Neural Network Ant Colony Optimization (GHNN-ACO) algo-
rithm for heterogeneous multi-agent scenarios. The multi-agent system is composed of unmanned aerial vehicles,
unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles that work together to effectively respond to emergencies. Thismethod uses
graph neural networks to learn the relationship between tasks and agents, forming a graph representation, which is
then integrated into ant colony optimization algorithms to guide the search process of ants. Firstly, the algorithm
in this paper constructs heterogeneous graph data containing different types of agents and their relationships and
uses the algorithm to classify and predict linkages for agent nodes. Secondly, the GHNN-ACO algorithm performs
effectively in heterogeneousmulti-agent scenarios, providing an effective solution for node classification and link pre-
diction tasks in intelligent agent systems. Thirdly, the algorithm achieves an accuracy rate of 95.31% in assigning
multiple tasks to multiple agents. It holds potential application prospects in emergency response and provides a new
idea for multi-agent system cooperation.

Keywords: Graph isomerism, neural network, enhanced ant colony optimization algorithms, heterogeneous multi-
agent, task allocation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems have been widely used in various fields, such as robot cooperation, responding to intelli-
gent city emergencies, and distributed sensor networks. The multi-agent system in this paper is composed of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles, which work together efficiently
to respond to emergencies [1].

In these systems, multiple agents collaborate to complete tasks, thereby improving the efficiency and perfor-
mance of the system. As a key component of the multi-agent system, task allocation directly affects the overall
performance of the system [2,3]. However, due to the heterogeneity among agents and the dynamic nature of
tasks, the assignment problem becomes complex and challenging. Therefore, we need an efficient method to
solve the assignment problem of heterogeneous multi-agents [4,5].

Graph heterogeneous neural network ant colony optimization (GHNN-ACO) algorithms are a new method
that combines graph heterogeneous neural networks (GHNN)with ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms
to solve the assignment problem of heterogeneous multi-agents [6,7]. In this method, the heterogeneous multi-
agent system is modeled as a graph structure, where the agents are represented as nodes within the graph.
The communication and collaboration relationships between agents are denoted as edges in the graph [8,9].
Through the joint optimization of ACO algorithms and the neural network, this method can achieve efficient
and accurate task allocation, thus improving the performance of the entire multi-agent system [10].

In a heterogeneous Multi-agent system, the heterogeneity of agents is reflected in their characteristics, capa-
bilities, and task requirements [11–14]. To account for this heterogeneity, we model the Multi-agent system as
a graph, where each agent is represented as a node, and the connection edges between nodes represent the
communication and collaboration relationships between agents. This graph structure accurately reflects the
relationships and interactions between intelligent agents [15–17]. ACO algorithms are optimization algorithms
that simulate the behavior of an ant colony when searching for the optimal path. In the task allocation of graph
heterogeneous multi-agent systems, we use ACO algorithms to simulate the process of information transmis-
sion and cooperation between agents. The ACO algorithms have the ability for global search, enabling agents
to quickly find the preliminary solution for task assignment. Their basic idea is that ants release pheromones
when searching for the path and choose the nextmoving direction based on the pheromone concentration [8,18].
Agents simulate the cooperation process by releasing pheromones in the task allocation process and selecting
task allocation strategies according to the pheromone concentration [19–22]. Through the iterative process of
the ACO algorithms, the agents gradually optimize the task allocation strategy to achieve collaborative coop-
eration in task allocation.

To further optimize the task allocation results, we introduced a GHNN. GHNNs are deep learning models
capable of processing graph-structured data [23]. They can encode the information of nodes and edges in the
graph into vectors and learn the relationships and features between nodes through the neural network learning
process. In heterogeneous multi-agent task allocation, the GHNN takes the state, task features, and graph
structure information of the agent as inputs and outputs the optimal task allocation strategy after calculation by
the neural network. Through repeated iterative optimization, GHNNs can learn more accurate task allocation
strategies, thereby further improving system performance [24].

The application of GHNN-ACO algorithms in heterogeneous multi-agent task allocation is a joint optimiza-
tion method [25]. We apply GHNNs and ACO algorithms to heterogeneous multi-agent task allocation, form-
ing a collaborative optimization process [25]. The ACO algorithms are responsible for global search and self-
organization, aiding agents in quickly finding preliminary task allocation schemes. On the other hand, the
GHNNs handle fine learning and optimization of task allocation to obtain more accurate optimal task alloca-
tion strategies [26]. By combining the two approaches, their respective limitations can be overcome, resulting
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in an efficient and accurate task allocation process for heterogeneous multi-agent systems [27].

Heterogeneous multi-agent systems involve agents with different capabilities, resources, and expertise, neces-
sitating effective task allocation to optimize system performance. While traditional ACO algorithms have
been successfully applied to solve combinatorial optimization problems, they may face challenges in complex
multi-agent environments [28]. To address these issues, we propose a novel paradigm that combines GHNNs
with ACO algorithms to enhance the task allocation process in heterogeneous multi-agent systems [29,30]. The
GHNN-ACO algorithms present an innovative approach to solving the assignment problem in heterogeneous
multi-agent systems [31]. Through the integration of ACO algorithms and GHNNs, this method effectively ad-
dresses heterogeneity and dynamics, achieving efficient and accurate task allocation. We expect this method
to find widespread applications in various fields, such as intelligent transportation systems, robot cooperation,
and distributed sensor networks in the future.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

1. Use graph neural networks to learn the relationships among heterogeneous multi-agent systems. By con-
structing a graph neural network, tasks and agents are treated as nodes, and edges represent the strength of
the relationship between tasks and agents. The graph neural network can learn the similarity and matching
degree between tasks and agents, providing more meaningful heuristic information for ACO algorithms.
The GHNN-ACO structure can effectively handle heterogeneous graph data, fully utilizing the heterogene-
ity of nodes and edges and modeling different types of nodes and edges separately to improve the adaptabil-
ity of the algorithm to heterogeneous graph data.

2. Graph neural-enhanced ACO algorithms are used to optimize the task allocation process. The graph neural
network enhances the optimal matching between ACO algorithms and search tasks, as ants select the next
task or agent for matching based on the heuristic information learned by the graph neural network. The
pheromone in ACO algorithms represents the degree of execution, adaptability, or collaboration between
tasks and agents. Ants perform task allocation and agent selection according to the pheromone concentra-
tion and the prediction results of the graph neural network to achieve a better task allocation effect.

3. Integrate global and local information and adaptability. The GHNN-ACO algorithm converts graph data
into a low-dimensional vector representation through graph feature learning and fuses global and local
information. Graph feature learning considers the relationship and topology between nodes, enhancing
the representation vector of nodes to contain more semantic information and improving the performance
of classification and prediction tasks. ACO algorithms are adaptive, and path search adjusts path selection
according to pheromone concentration and node characterization information, which helps to find better
paths. The GHNN-ACO algorithm finds better node classification and link prediction solutions in graph
data.

4. Neural networks accelerate the task allocation process of heterogeneous multi-agent systems. The graph-
enhanced neural network is used to accelerate the calculation and decision-making, such as accelerating
the pheromone update in ACO algorithms or the calculation of the graph neural network to improve the
efficiency of task allocation. The GHNN and ACO algorithms of the GHNN-ACO algorithm have a certain
degree of parallelism. The sub-network processes different types of nodes and edges in parallel to speed up
graph feature learning. In ACO algorithms, the ant search paths are independent of each other, and parallel
computing can be used to accelerate the search process.

Through the above innovative combination method, the advantages of graph neural networks and ACO al-
gorithms can be combined to improve the efficiency and accuracy of solving heterogeneous multi-agent as-
signment problems. This method can be applied to complex task allocation scenarios, such as drone group
task allocation, logistics systems task allocation, etc., providing intelligent optimization solutions for practical
application scenarios. In the experiment, it is necessary to fully verify the performance of this method in the
heterogeneous multi-agent assignment problem to ensure that it can effectively solve practical problems.
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Figure 1. Structure of task definition.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In modern intelligent systems, the heterogeneous multi-agent assignment problem is a research field of great
concern. This problem involves various types of intelligent agents, such as drones, unmanned ships, and un-
manned vehicles, deployed in unknown environments to perform various tasks. These intelligent agents have
different sensors, actuators, motion capabilities, and various resource constraints. In complex, dynamic, and
unfamiliar environments, such as exploring unknown areas or seas, these agents need to collaborate effectively
to accomplish tasks.

2.1. Description of heterogeneous multi-agent models
Theheterogeneousmulti-agent model is a researchmodel that involves task allocation and collaboration issues
for different types of agents, such as drones, unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles. In this model, different
types of agents have varying task execution capabilities, resource allocations, and perception abilities, and they
need to cooperate to efficiently complete a complex set of emergency rescue tasks.

Definition of intelligent agent types:

• Drone: Equipped with high-resolution cameras and sensors, capable of swift flying to obtain images and
data of disaster areas. It can also search for personnel and survey dangerous areas.

• Unmanned vessel: Equipped with diving sensors and life-saving equipment, it can carry out search and
rescue missions in the water, rescuing trapped personnel and providing emergency rescue supplies.

• Unmanned vehicle: With strong off-road capability and the ability to carry materials, it can enter affected
areas for personnel evacuation, material transportation, and medical support.

Task Definitions:

• Disaster investigation task: After a disaster occurs, drones are dispatched to the affected area for rapid
investigation. They can capture high-resolution images, monitor disaster severity, and provide real-time
data to the command center to help formulate rescue plans.

• Personnel search and rescue task: Unmanned ships and vehicles are responsible for searching for trapped
personnel in the affected waters and on the ground. Unmanned ships can detect underwater conditions
through diving sensors, while unmanned vehicles can search for buried personnel using sensors.

• Material transportation task: Unmanned vehicles are responsible for transporting emergency rescue mate-
rials from the command center to the disaster area, providing disaster relief materials, and offering medical
support.

Communication and collaboration mechanism: Establish a high-speed wireless communication network be-
tween UAVs, unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles, using satellite communication or dedicated frequency
bands to enable real-time data and status information sharing. By employing distributed decision algorithms,
intelligent agents can exchange task information and sensor data in real time, enabling them to determine task
allocation and execution strategies through consensus algorithms.

The disaster investigationmission is carried out by drones equippedwith fast flight and high-resolution sensors
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Table 1. A binary variable of task allocation

A binary variable X (i, j) Definition

𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗 ) = 1 Agent 𝑖 is assigned to execute task 𝑗

𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗 ) = 0 Agent 𝑖 does not execute task 𝑗

to swiftly obtain images and information of the affected area. Personnel search and rescue tasks are assigned
to unmanned ships and unmanned vehicles, which use underwater sensors for search and rescue missions in
water, while unmanned vehicles conduct personnel search and rescue on the ground. Unmanned vehicles are
responsible for handling the material transportation task, efficiently transporting rescue materials from the
command center to the disaster area using their off-road capabilities and load-carrying ability.

Path planning and conflict avoidance: UAVs, unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles utilize Fast path plan-
ning algorithms, such as A* algorithm or RRT algorithm, to plan the optimal path based on task urgency and
agent speed. During task execution, sensors are used to perceive the surrounding environment in real time,
and obstacle avoidance algorithms are employed to prevent collisions with other intelligent agents or obstacles.

Task execution monitoring and adjustment: The intelligent agents periodically report the task execution sta-
tus and progress to the emergency rescue command center, including the percentage of completed tasks and
encountered problems. The emergency rescue command center adjusts task allocation and collaboration strate-
gies in real time based on the reports from the intelligent agents and the arrival of new tasks. The most urgent
tasks are given priority, and the most suitable intelligent agents are scheduled to maximize rescue efficiency.

2.2. Heterogeneous multi-agent task scenarios
In the heterogeneous multi-agent task allocation scenario of this article, we have three types of agents: UAVs,
unmanned ships (USVs), and unmanned vehicles (AVs). They are deployed in an unknown environment, such
as a remote exploration area or an unknown sea area. The task objective is to perform a series of collaborative
tasks in an unknown environment, such as exploration, target search, data collection, etc., to achieve specific
task objectives. Each intelligent agent has its own resource limitations, such as battery energy (for drones and
unmanned vehicles), fuel (for unmanned ships), and computing power. Tasks can be divided into investigating
targets, collecting data, transporting items, and so on.

We model the assignment problem in the scenario as a multi-agent optimization problem. Assuming we have
n intelligent agents, n represents the number of drones, unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles, respectively.
We use 𝑖 to represent the 𝑖-th agent and 𝑗 to represent the 𝑗-th task. Each agent 𝑖 can execute task 𝑗 , and each
task has a specific reward or value 𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗).

To represent task allocation, we introduce a binary variable 𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗), which is defined as follows:

𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 1, if agent 𝑖 is assigned to execute task 𝑗 ;

𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 0, if agent 𝑖 does not execute task 𝑗 .

Our goal is to maximize the effectiveness of the entire team, which is the sum of the total rewards for tasks
performed by all intelligent agents. It can be expressed as:

Maximize
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗) × 𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) (1)

Among them, 𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) is a binary variable that represents whether agent 𝑖 is assigned to execute task 𝑗 . When
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𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)=1, it indicates that agent 𝑖 is assigned to execute task 𝑗 , otherwise 𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)=0.

The constraints of the Assignment problem include the following aspects:

Task constraint: Each task can only be executed by one agent.

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 1, for all tasks 𝑗 = 1, 2, 𝑚 (2)

Agent constraint: Each agent can execute at most one task.

𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) ≤ 1, for all agents 𝑖 = 1, 2, 𝑛 (3)

Resource constraints: Each intelligent agent needs to comply with its own resource constraints when per-
forming tasks, such as considering battery energy for drones and unmanned vehicles and fuel constraints for
unmanned ships.

Task type constraint: Some tasks may require specific types of intelligent agents to execute; for example, only
drones can perform aerial reconnaissance tasks, and only unmanned vehicles can perform tasks on land.

Avoiding collision constraints: In order to ensure that there is no collision between intelligent agents, it is
necessary to plan and coordinate the paths of intelligent agents to avoid their intersection.

In practical applications, this assignment problem may require real-time and adaptive performance. Because
the environment is unknown and tasks may change at any time, intelligent agents need to be able to make
decisions and adjustments based on real-time information.

3. HETEROGENEOUS AGENT TASK ALLOCATION ALGORITHM BASED ON GRAPH HETERO-
GENEOUS NEURAL NETWORK ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
The GHNN-ACO algorithms proposed in this paper are a hybrid algorithm integrating GHNN and ACO
algorithms. These algorithms are mainly used to address the problems of node classification, link prediction,
and graph feature learning in the heterogeneous data of a multi-agent graph.

3.1. Improvement and application of GHNN-ACO in heterogeneous multi-agent emergency rescue
mission scenarios
In the context of a heterogeneous multi-agent economic rescue mission, we will refine the application of ACO
algorithms to a heterogeneous neural network. Let us assume that a natural disaster requires emergency eco-
nomic rescue. We havemultiple intelligent agents, including drones, unmanned ships, and unmanned vehicles,
with various tasks such as searching for and rescuing disaster victims, transferring affected residents, and dis-
tributing rescue supplies. Our objective is to maximize overall efficiency by intelligently allocating tasks and
facilitating collaboration within limited resources.

In a specific multi-agent task scenario, the first step is initialization: setting the number of agents, the number
of tasks, the structure of the graph for the heterogeneous neural network, the parameters of ACO algorithms,
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and initializing the weights of ant colony pheromones and the heterogeneous neural network of graphs. Next,
we proceed with GHNN learning: utilizing training datasets to train GHNNs. Tasks and agents serve as nodes
in the graph, with edges representing the strength of the relationship between tasks and agents.

During the training process, the GHNNwill learn the similarity andmatching degree between tasks and agents.
We then proceed with the initialization of the improved ACO algorithm: for each agent, we randomly initialize
an ant and initialize the pheromone concentration matrix.

Algorithm 1 Improvement of ant colony optimization algorithms in graph-based heterogeneous neural net-
work

1: Initialize the pheromone concentration matrix
2: Initialize the status of tasks and proxy nodes
3: for each iteration, do
4: for each ant, do
5: Select the next task or proxy node based on the current state and phenome concentration
6: Update the path and task allocation of ants
7: Calculate the economic benefits or rescue efficiency of the current path as the fitness value of

ants
8: end for
9: Update pheromone concentration matrix
10: for each path 𝑗 , do
11: for each ant 𝑖, do
12: Calculate delta_Pheromone(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑄/fitness(𝑖, 𝑗)
13: Update Pheromone(𝑖, 𝑗) = (1 - evaporation_rate) * Pheromone(𝑖, 𝑗) +∑

(delta_Pheromone(𝑖, 𝑗))
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for

3.2. Improvement of ant colony optimization algorithms based on graph heterogeneous neural net-
work
The method proposed in this paper includes three main steps: GHNN learning, task allocation using ACO
algorithms, and collaboration enhancement. Firstly, we use GHNNs to learn meaningful representations of
the relationships between tasks and agents in the system topology. Neural networks capture the similarity,
correlation, and collaboration potential between tasks and agents, providing valuable heuristic information for
ACO algorithms. Secondly, we integrate the learned graph representation into ACO algorithms as pheromone
information. This rich pheromone guides the decision-making process of ants and improves the efficiency and
effectiveness of task allocation. Finally, we utilize graph neural networks to promote collaborative decision-
making among intelligent agents, learning their communication and cooperation strategies.

GHNNs are a type of neural network used to process heterogeneous graph data. In heterogeneous graphs,
nodes can have different attributes and types, and edges can also have different relationships. GHNNs trans-
form the information in a graph into low-dimensional vectors by learning the representations of nodes and
edges, thereby better dealing with complex graph structures and heterogeneous information. They typically
consist of multiple subnetworks, each responsible for handling a type of node or edge. Each subnetwork can
use different neural network structures, such as graph convolutional neural network (GCN), graph attention
network (GAT), etc., to adapt to different types of nodes and edges. The subnetwork learns the representation
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Figure 2. Structure diagram of GHNN-ACO algorithm model. GHNN-ACO: Graph-based Heterogeneous Neural Network Ant Colony
Optimization.

of the entire graph through information transmission and feature aggregation.

ACO algorithms are heuristic optimization algorithms that simulate the behavior strategy of ants in the process
of searching for food. In these algorithms, the ants guide other ants to choose the path by releasing pheromones,
thus achieving the collaborative search of all ants. The pheromone concentration on the path will increase or
decrease according to the quality of the path, and ants tend to choose the path with a higher pheromone
concentration.

GHNN-ACO combines GHNNs and ACO algorithms to improve the classification, prediction, and feature
learning of graph data.

When it comes to solving complex problems in graph data, traditional machine learning algorithms and neural
networks often face challenges. The complexity of graph data lies in the fact that the relationships and features
between nodesmay be heterogeneous, meaning that different types of nodes and edges have different attributes.
In order to effectively handle this heterogeneity, a GHNN has been introduced, which is a neural network
structure suitable for heterogeneous graph data, as shown in Figure 2.

A GHNN typically consists of multiple subnetworks, each responsible for handling a type of node or edge.
This structure allows subnetworks to focus on different types of information without confusing or ignoring
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critical heterogeneous information. For example, in social networks, nodes can be users, pages, or points of
interest, and edges can represent different types of interactions such as following and liking. The subnetwork
of a GHNN can handle user nodes, page nodes, and interest point nodes separately while considering different
types of edge information in order to better capture the characteristics of each node type and edge type.

In the graph learning phase, the GHNN subnetwork uses the common graph neural network structure (such
as GCN or GAT) for forward propagation and back propagation to learn the representation of nodes and edges.
These representations are low-dimensional vector representations of nodes and edges, capturing the seman-
tic information of nodes and edges throughout the entire graph. Through collaborative learning of multiple
subnetworks, GHNNs can effectively fuse information of different types of nodes and edges in heterogeneous
graphs.

After the graph feature learning is completed, the GHNN-ACO algorithm introduces ACO algorithms to
further optimize the classification and prediction of graph data. ACO algorithms are Swarm intelligence algo-
rithms inspired by the behavior of ants in the process of searching for food. Ants guide other ants to choose a
path by releasing pheromones so as to realize the collaborative search of all ants. In GHNN-ACO, ants repre-
sent a path search process. The pheromone concentration on the path will increase or decrease according to
the quality of the path. Ants tend to choose the path with higher pheromone concentration.

TheGHNN-ACO algorithm combines the node representation information obtained from graph feature learn-
ing with path search in ACO algorithms. Each ant starts from a randomly chosen starting node and uses the
learned node representation information to predict the category of that node. Then, the ant selects the next
node based on the pheromone concentration and node characterization information, where the pheromone
concentration is determined based on the classification probability of the node. Ants perform path selec-
tion based on a specific strategy and update the pheromone concentration of the edges on the chosen path.
Throughout the search process of ACO algorithms, GHNN-ACO effectively utilizes the combination of node
representations and path search to optimize tasks, such as node classification and link prediction.

The structure of GHNN-ACO algorithms has many advantages but also some disadvantages. Let us analyze
one by one:

1. Processing heterogeneous graph data: The GHNN-ACO algorithm can effectively process heterogeneous
graph data, where nodes and edges can have different types and attributes. Through the structure ofGHNNs,
each subnetwork specifically processes a type of node or edge, which can better capture the complex infor-
mation of heterogeneous graphs.

2. Fusion of local and global information: GHNNs learn the representation of graphs through local subnet-
works and global information aggregation. ACO algorithms can be regarded as a global search method
through path search, which combines global and local information. This fusion can help the algorithm
better handle the relationships between structures and nodes in the graph.

3. Adaptive search strategy: path search in ACO algorithms is an adaptive strategy, and ants will select the next
node according to pheromone concentration and node characterization information. This strategy enables
the algorithm to concentrate on searching high-quality paths during the search process, which is beneficial
for improving classification accuracy and link prediction accuracy.

4. Collaborative optimization: two parts of GHNN-ACO algorithms, namely GHNNs and ACO algorithms,
are mutually collaborative optimization. GHNNs provide node representation information, and ACO al-
gorithms use this information by searching paths. Ant path selection will affect the update of pheromone
concentration. This collaborative optimization can enable the algorithm to converge faster and find more
optimal solutions.

In the iterative update process of theGHNN-ACOalgorithm, the parameters of theGHNNand the pheromone
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in the ACO algorithms are comprehensively updated. This dual optimization process enables graph feature
learning and path search to promote each other and gradually improve the effectiveness of graph data process-
ing. After multiple iterations, when the algorithm meets the convergence conditions, GHNN-ACO outputs
the final graph features and node classification results.

4. RESULTS
In this study, we explore the application of GHNN-ACO algorithms in real-world scenarios involvingmonitor-
ing and responding to emergencies. By testing the algorithm in these scenarios, we have conducted an in-depth
analysis of its performance in node classification and link prediction tasks within a multi-agent system.

4.1. Parameters setting and experimental subjects
In this design, we set up an emergency rescue task environment to simulate the emergency economic rescue
tasks after a natural disaster occurs. Assuming that the affected area is represented by a 10x10 grid map, with
each grid representing a task location. There are three different types of tasks to be carried out: searching and
rescuing disaster victims, transferring affected residents, and distributing rescue supplies. The priority of tasks
is divided into three levels: high, medium, and low.

In the task environment, we define the following parameters:

(1) Map size: 10 × 10 grid map with a total of 100 task locations.

(2) Task quantity: There are a total of ten tasks to be executed, including three tasks for searching and rescuing
disaster victims, three tasks for transferring disaster-affected residents, and four tasks for distributing rescue
supplies.

(3) Task type: Search and rescue disaster victims, transfer disaster-affected residents, and distribute rescue
supplies.

(4) Task Priority: Each task is assigned one of three priority levels: high, medium, or low.

(5) The experimental settings and initial conditions are as follows: Drone count: 2; Unmanned ship count: 1;
Unmanned vehicle count: 2. In the initial state, all agents and tasks are randomly positioned and assigned states.
The intelligent agents can move freely on the map but cannot occupy the same task location simultaneously.
The priorities and types of tasks are also randomly assigned.

4.2. Experimental test results
Our research results indicate that theGHNN-ACOalgorithmperformswell in processing heterogeneousmulti-
agent data. By utilizing GHNNs, this algorithm efficiently handles different types of agents and relationships in
intelligent agent systems. The ability to process heterogeneous graph data enables the GHNN-ACO algorithm
to better capture complex associations and features between intelligent agents, thereby effectively improving
the accuracy of node classification and link prediction tasks.

The algorithm used in this paper can quickly allocate different tasks to the required executing agents in five
task scenarios. Figure 3(A) shows the task allocation between intelligent vehicles and UAVs. It can be seen
that the algorithm in this article can autonomously allocate tasks to the first two scenarios, while the allocation
efficiency for the third scenario involving unmanned ships is not as effective. Figure 3(B) and 3(C) represents
tasks that focus on unmanned vehicles and unmanned ships and emergency rescue tasks that involve UAVs
and unmanned ships, respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Algorithm test results in multi-task scenarios.

Figure 4. Accuracy of task allocation algorithm under multi-agent strategy.

We conducted tests to evaluate the accuracy of multi-agent deployment strategies under different task assign-
ments using the proposed algorithms, as illustrated in Figure 4. Tasks 1 and 2 were assigned to unmanned ve-
hicles for execution, tasks 3 and 4 were assigned to UAVs for execution, and task 5 was assigned to unmanned
ships for execution. The innovative algorithm demonstrated in this article showcases improved accuracy in
allocating different tasks to different multi-agent executions.

In the node classification task, we successfully classified the agents in the multi-agent system. For example,
we categorized the UAV, unmanned ship, and unmanned vehicle into different types, such as reconnaissance
type and rescue type. This accurate classification enables intelligent agent systems to better understand and
respond to emergency events, providing robust support for decision-making.

The algorithm structure proposed in this article has an excellent mechanism for fusion recognition of global
and local features. By learning global and local features, it can focus on some main intelligent agents that are
executing tasks. Figure 5 shows the intelligent recognition of tasks of the algorithm focused on drones and
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Figure 5. Algorithm recognition diagram for local and global feature fusion.

Figure 6. Algorithm recognition diagram for local and global feature fusion.

unmanned vehicles. The bright color represents the executing task intelligent agent, and the dark black color
represents the intelligent agent that is not executing tasks.

This paper tests many different algorithms in task allocation, and the results show that the algorithm struc-
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Table 2. Comparison of various indicators of different algorithms

Algorithms AUC ACC F1 Recall

Google-Net 0.8974 0.9029 0.8812 0.8765
Fast-CNN 0.9018 0.8917 0.8995 0.9121

GCN 0.9327 0.9470 0.9321 0.9274
GAT 0.9401 0.9123 0.9247 0.9338

GHNN-ACO 0.9531 0.9379 0.9409 0.9387

ture used in this paper can better identify the task progressive aspect and non-task progressive aspect, and
through local and global intelligent feature learning and recognition, this algorithm can better learn the main
characteristics and properties of task allocation, as shown in Figure 6.

Meanwhile, in the link prediction task, the GHNN-ACO algorithm achieves efficient collaborative cooperation
between intelligent agents. Through the path search of ACO algorithms, agents can find the optimal communi-
cation path, thus achieving more efficient task execution and cooperation. This kind of effective collaboration
between agents is crucial for emergency response, which enables the entire Multi-agent system to respond to
different emergencies more efficiently.

Moreover, although the GHNN-ACO algorithm has shown certain advantages, we have also identified some
potential limitations. This algorithm is sensitive to initial parameter selection and requires careful adjustment
to avoid falling into local optima. Accordingly, the algorithm in this paper has an accuracy rate of 95.31% in
assigning multiple tasks to multiple agents, as shown in Table 2.

In addition, due to the iterative updating of GHNNs and ACO algorithms, the computing cost is high, which
may pose challenges to the real-time application of large-scale Multi-agent systems. In future research, we
will strive to further optimize the GHNN-ACO algorithm. By improving the initial parameter selection and
optimizing the parallel computing ability of the algorithm, we hope to further improve the efficiency and
performance of the algorithm. In addition, we will also explore its application in other types of multi-agent
scenarios to expand its applicability and generalization.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the research results of this paper demonstrate that the GHNN-ACO algorithm performs well in
heterogeneousmulti-agent scenarios, providing an effective solution for node classification and link prediction
tasks in agent systems. This algorithm has potential application prospects in emergency response of multi-
agent systems and also offers a new idea for further research and optimization of multi-agent cooperation.
The algorithm in this paper achieves an accuracy rate of 95.31% in assigning multiple tasks to multiple agents.
We are optimistic about the application of the GHNN-ACO algorithm in heterogeneous multi-agent scenarios
and believe that it will play an important role in future intelligent agent systems.
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